
Carnation is the birth flower for those born in the 

month of January.  With its ruffled appearance, clove-like 

scent, and delicate yet durable extended blooming period, 

the carnation remains a favorite flower choice for many 

different occasions.  In fact they possess a such a charm and 

allure that they continue to captivate people around the 

globe often surpassing that of any other flower, 

including roses. 

 

The carnation is scientifically known as Dianthus caryophyllus and is a historically rich 

and meaningful flower choice. With its scientific name dianthus roughly translating to 

“flower of love” or “flower of the gods.”   They have been traditionally given to honor a 

first wedding anniversary. 

 

History 

 

 The carnation is one of the oldest cultivated flowers and is probably native to 

the Mediterranean region, but its exact range is unknown due to extensive cultivation 

for the last 2,000 years and is mentioned in Greek literature two millennia ago. Some 

scholars believe that the bloom's modern name from the word “corone” meaning floral 

garland.  

 

Carnations are also referred to by their scientific name “dianthus”, the word given by 

Theophrastus, a Greek botanist which is derived from an old word for flower garlands 

(corone), as carnations were used in ancient Greece to make ceremonial crowns.  

 

In the early part of the 20th century, carnations became the official flower of Mother’s 

Day in addition finding particular significance in many other cultures worldwide. 

Originally carnation had pink or peach blooms which led to its common name meaning 

‘flesh toned.  Crossbreeding has produced many other colors and shades, including 

white, pink, red and yellow 

 

Significance, Meaning And Symbolism: 

  

Due to their playful and charming qualities, carnation flowers have many meanings: 

fascination, beauty, love, distinction, pride and gratitude are just a few.   

 

Like many other flowers, each color carries a message.  Some also have meaningful 

phrases: 

 Light red carnations symbolize admiration  - “My Heart Aches For you” 

 Dark red carnations symbolize affection, deep love or passionate love  

 White carnations symbolize purity, pure love, innocence, steadfastness,  

friendship, and luck  -- “I’ll Never Forget You” 



 Pink carnations are often given as a sign of gratitude, Light  

 Yellow carnation conveys a meaning of disappointment, rejection, or distain. -- 

“You Have Disappointed me” 

 Striped (variegated) carnations symbolize regret that a love cannot be shared.  -- 

“I Wish I Could Be With You” 

 Purple carnations indicate whimsical and capricious 

Traditional meanings around the world 

For the most part, carnations express love, fascination, and distinction, though there are 

many variations dependent on color. 

 Along with the red rose, the red carnation can be used as a symbol of socialism and 

the labor movement, and historically has often been used in demonstrations 

on International Workers' Day (May Day). 

 In Portugal, bright red carnations represent the 1974 coup d'etat that ended 

the Estado Novo regime.. 

 In the Netherlands white carnations, are associated with HRH Prince Bernhard. He 

wore one during World War II and in a gesture of defiance some of the Dutch 

population took up this gesture. After the war the white carnation became a sign of 

the Prince, veterans and remembrance of the resistance. 

 In France, the purple carnation it is a traditional funeral flower, given in condolence 

for the death of a loved one. 

 The carnation is Spain's national flower.   Thus carnations are often worn on 

Mother's day, Parent's day, and Teacher's day or used in weddings. 

 

Mythology & Legends 

  

According to a Christian legend, carnations first appeared on Earth as Jesus carried 

the Cross. The Virgin Mary shed tears at Jesus' plight, and carnations sprang up from 

where her tears fell. Thus the pink carnation became the symbol of a mother's undying 

love.  

 

In The Garden 

 

Carnations are perennials and may be started from seed or from cuttings. Carnations can 

live 18-20 months and it is among the oldest flowers to be cultivated and also one of the 

most popular flowers 
 

For Bouquets: 

It is advised that carnations be re-cut under water and that any extraneous foliage 

be removed before adding the flower stems to a vase or design. 

 



The three most common kinds of carnations are annuals (one growth cycle only in its 

lifetime), biennials (blooms in second season), and perennials (perpetual return each 

season). There are over 500 varieties of carnation. 

The flowers can grow in a variety of conditions such as rocky areas, flowerbeds and 

containers. They can also be grown indoors. When grown in gardens, carnations grow 6 

– 9 cm in diameter. The petals are generally clawed or serrated. Hardy in zones 3 

through 10, carnations do best with bright but indirect sunlight, minimal water (too 

much might cause the plant to yellow) and well-drained soil (neutral to slightly alkaline 

soil). Avoid mulching to allow adequate air circulation. In commercial varieties, the 

flowers are usually doubled over and fringed. Sometimes the petals are striped or edged 

with contrasting colors. 

They are one of the edible flowers  
 

Carnation is an edible flower with a spicy odor. The stems can be quite bitter, but the 

petals are surprisingly sweet. Carnations are often used as an edible cake decoration, 

decorate ice cubes and to bring flavor to certain types of salads. 

Carnation petals can be soaked in syrups and wines and eaten as a desert. They can be 

candied, pickled with spices and used fresh in salads. Essential carnation oil in its 

absolute form is both expensive and rare. 

So if your mother was also born in January, you now have two wonderful reasons to 

honor her with a gift of fragrant, delicate carnations. 

In Medicine  

 

 In France, carnations are grown commercially for their oil, which is used 
in skin creams, as a muscle relaxant, and for the treatment of hair loss. 

 In Spain, the carnation is the primary flower used in many religious 
celebrations and national festivals. 
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